Introduction. One of the most significant factors affecting the knitting machines' operation efficiency is represented by dynamic forces arising when transitional modes (starting, braking, mechanisms' switching, etc.) [1...3]. The dynamic analysis of machines in order to find the dynamic overloads coefficients is of high importance to solve the current problem of improving the knitting machines efficiency (increasing machine productivity and the produced tissue quality).
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where (1) 0 T , 1 T -initial and starting сcouples applied to the first mass; 2 T , 3 T -resistance couples applied to the system's 2 nd and 3 rd masses; C , 23 C system's linkages elasticity couples and their respective first derivatives.. The effected studies have shown that the specified conditions of dynamic processes present, it is possible to simplify significantly the existing methods of calculating the coefficient of sytem's masses elastic connections' dynamic loads that requires to define the four cosine amplitudes in solving differential equations of mechanical system motion.
Considering the correlation betwwen three-mass system frequency fluctuations and the proper vibration frequencies corresponding to two-mass systems. The equation of three-mass system motion can be written in the form [1] (dissipative forces are not included) 
In accordance with the theorem of positivity and сharacteristic equiation roots' separation , the equation roots (5) are positive and separated with minor roots, that corresponds to the first element [1] . The minor root corresponding to the first element of the determinant (4) is:
In accordance with the Viyeta formulas the polynomial roots' sum, taken with the opposite sign, is equal to the coefficient when 2 ω at (5), and the roots product is equal to the free member, ie , .
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Let we show further that the frequency property expressed through an inequality (6) can be extended up to inequality 
Reformulating equation (7) 
From (10) we observe that β > β , we get the inequality (8), which shows that most of the three-mass system elasticity couples' frequencies is greater than most of the two-mass systems' proper vibrations frequency, and the lower three-mass system's frequency is less than the lower of two-mass system frequencies.
The obtained dependences (7) 
According to the initial conditions (1) at 0 t =
The maximum possible value of the dynamic coefficient according to (11) 12 (12) 
Let we reformulate equations (14),(15) taking into account (18). 
Analyzing (22) 
Results obtained. The equations (25) allows to obtain the dynamic system coefficients without finding amplitude of mass vibration, thus significantly reducing the calculations.
The frequency of system's masses vibrations shall be found using the characteristic equation (5) 
Using the results obtained, we can find the dynamic coefficients emerging at round-knitting machine KO-2 during start-up when drive connections prestressed. Here the initial data are such (research results as by [4] 131664 ,9 β = ; 2 0,63
Replacing the data at equation (25) with results obtained, we find the dynamic coefficients of round-knitting machine KO-2 drive (dynamic overload of the drive elastic connections): 12 1,13
The obtained results are consistent with the issues of calculations using the known methods of mechanical systems' dynamic analysis [1...4]. However, in contrast to the known methods the proposed one, in our opinion, is more effective.
Conclusions. Analyzing the research results, we conclude that the proposed method can more efficiently solve the problem of dynamic analysis of any mechanical system which dynamics model can be represented as three-mass in-line system with first leading mass when prestressed elastic connections.
The obtained equations allow to find the dynamic overload coefficients for elastic connections of mechanical systems drive (including knitting operated and automatic machines) without preliminary calculating the amplitude of the system mass vibration, that significantly reduces the calculations.
